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Napoleon-like Configurations and Sequences of Triangles

Barukh Ziv

Abstract. We consider the sequences of triangles where each triangle is formed
out of the apices of three similar triangles built on the sides of its predecessor. We
show under what conditions such sequences converge in shape, or are periodic.

1. Introduction

The well-known geometrical configuration consisting of a given triangle and
three equilateral triangles built on its sides, all outwardly or inwardly, has many
interesting properties. The most famous is the theorem attributed to Napoleon that
the centers of the three equilateral triangles built on the sides are vertices of another
equilateral triangle [3, pp. 60–65]. Numerous works have been devoted to this
configuration, including various generalizations [6, 7, 8] and converse problems
[10].

Some authors [5, 9, 1] considered the iterated configurations where construc-
tion of various geometrical objects (e.g. midpoints) on the sides of polygons is
repeated an arbitrary number of times. Douglass [5] called such constructionslin-
ear polygon transformations and showed their relation with circulant matrices. In
this paper, we study the sequence of triangles obtained by a modification of such
a configuration. Each triangle in the sequence is called abase triangle, and is ob-
tained from its predecessor by two successive transformations: (1) the classical
construction on the sides of the base triangle triangles similar to a given (trans-
formation) triangle and properly oriented, (2) a normalization which is a direct
similarity transformation on the apices of these new triangles so that one of the
images lies on a fixed circle. The three points thus obtained become the vertices
of the new base triangle. The normalization step is the feature that distinguishes
the present paper from earlier works, and it gives rise to interesting results. The
main result of this study is that under some general conditions the sequence of base
triangles converges to an equilateral triangle (in a sense defined at the end of§2).
When the limit does not exist, we study the conditions for periodicity. We study
two types of sequences of triangles: in the first, the orientation of the transforma-
tion triangle is given a priori; in the second, it depends on the orientation of the
base triangle.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In§2, we explain the notations
and definitions used in the paper. In§3, we give a formal definition of the trans-
formation that generates the sequence. In§4, we study the first type of sequences
mentioned above. In§5, we consider the exceptional case when the transforma-
tion triangle degenerates into three collinear points. In§6, we consider the second
type of sequences mentioned above. In§7, we study a generalization for arbitrary
polygons.

2. Terminology and definitions

We adopt the common notations of complex arithmetic. For a complex number
z, Re(z) denotes its real part, Im(z) its imaginary part,|z| its modulus, arg(z)
its argument (chosen in the interval(−π, π]), andz its conjugate. The primitive
complexn-th root of unitycos 2π

n + i sin 2π
n , is denoted byζn. Specifically, we

write ω = ζ3 andη = ζ6. The important relation between the two isω2 + η = 0.
A triangle is oriented if an ordering of its vertices is specified. It is positively

(negatively) oriented if the vertices are ordered counterclockwise (clockwise). Two
oriented triangles are directly (oppositely) similar if they have the same (opposite)
orientation and pairs of corresponding vertices may be brought into coincidence by
similarity transformations.

Throughout the paper, we coordinatized points in a plane by complex numbers,
using the same letter for a point and its complex number coordinate. An oriented
triangle is represented by an ordered triple of complex numbers. To obtain the
orientation and similarity conditions, we define the following functionz : C

3 → C

on the set of all vectorsV = (A,B,C) by

z[V ] = z(A,B,C) =
C −A

B −A
. (1)

TriangleABC is positively or negatively oriented according as arg(z(A,B,C))
is positive or negative. Furthermore, every complex numberz defines a class of
directly similar oriented trianglesABC such thatz(A,B,C) = z. In particular,
if ABC is a positively (respectively negatively) oriented equilateral triangle, then
z(A,B,C) = η (respectivelyη).

Finally, we define the convergence of triangles. An infinite sequence of trian-
gles(AnBnCn) converges to a triangleABC if the sequence of complex numbers
z(An, Bn, Cn) converges toz(A,B,C).

3. The transformation f

We describe the transformations that generate the sequence of triangles we study
in the paper. We start with a base triangleA0B0C0 and a transformation triangle
XY Z. Let G be the centroid ofA0B0C0, andΓ the circle centered atG and
passing through the vertex farthest fromG. (Figure 1a). For everyn > 0, triangle
AnBnCn is obtained from its predecessorAn−1Bn−1Cn−1 by f = f2 ◦ f1, where
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(i) f1 mapsAn−1Bn−1Cn−1 to A′
nB

′
nC

′
n, by building on the sides of trian-

gleAn−1Bn−1Cn−1, three trianglesBn−1Cn−1A
′
n, Cn−1An−1B

′
n, An−1Bn−1C

′
n

similar toXY Z and all with the same orientation,1 (Figure 1b);
(ii) f2 transforms by similarity with centerG the three pointsA′

n, B′
n, C ′

n so
that the image of the farthest point lies on the circleΓ, (Figure 1c).
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The three points so obtained are the vertices of the next base triangleAnBnCn.
We call this thenormalization of triangleA′

nB
′
nC

′
n. In what follows, it is conve-

nient to coordinatize the vertices of triangleA0B0C0 so that its centroidG is at the
origin, andΓ is the unit circle. In this setting, normalization is simply division by

rn = max(|A′
n|, |B′

n|, |C ′
n|).

It is easy to see thatf may lead to a degenerate triangle. Figure 2 depicts an
example of a triple of collinear points generated byf1. Nevertheless,f is well
defined, except only whenAn−1Bn−1Cn−1 degenerates into the pointG. But it is
readily verified that this happens only if triangleAn−1Bn−1Cn−1 is equilateral, in
which case we stipulate thatAnBnCn coincides withAn−1Bn−1Cn−1.

A0 B0
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C′
1

A′
1

B′
1

Figure 2

The normalization is a crucial part of this transformation. While preserving di-
rect similarity of the trianglesA′

nB
′
nC

′
n andAnBnCn, it prevents the latter from

1We deliberately do not specify the orientation of those triangles with respect to the transfor-
mation triangle, since they are specific for the different types of sequences we discuss later in this
paper.
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converging to a single point or diverging to infinity (since every triangle after nor-
malization lies inside a fixed circle, and at least one of its vertices lies on the circle),
and the convergence of triangles receives a definite geometrical meaning. Also,
sincef1 andf2 leaveG fixed, we have a rather expected important property thatG
is a fixed point of the transformation.

4. The first sequence

We first keep the orientation of the transformation triangle fixed and independent
from the base triangle.

Theorem 1. Let A0B0C0 be an arbitrary base triangle, and XY Z a non-degenerate
transformation triangle. The sequence (AnBnCn) of base triangles generated by
the transformation f in §3 (with Bn−1Cn−1A

′
n, Cn−1An−1B

′
n, An−1Bn−1C

′
n di-

rectly similar to XY Z) converges to the equilateral triangle with orientation op-
posite to XY Z , except when A0B0C0, and the whole sequence, is equilateral with
the same orientation as XY Z .

Proof. Without loss of generality letXY Z be positively oriented. We treat the
special cases first. The exceptional case stated in the theorem is verified straight-
forwardly; also it is obvious that we may exclude the cases whereAnBnCn is posi-
tively oriented equilateral. Hence in what follows it is assumed thatz(A0, B0, C0) �=
η, andrn �= 0 for everyn.

Let z(X,Y,Z) = t. Since for everyn, triangleBn−1Cn−1A
′
n is directly similar

toXY Z, by (1)
A′

n = (1 − t)Bn−1 + tCn−1,

and similarly forB′
n andC′

n. After normalization,

Vn =
1
rn

TVn−1, (2)

whereVn =


An

Bn

Cn


, T is the circulant matrix


 0 1 − t t

t 0 1 − t
1 − t t 0


, andrn =

max(|A′
n|, |B′

n|, |C ′
n|). By induction,

Vn =
1

r1 · · · rn
T nV0.

We use the standard diagonalization procedure to compute the powers ofT . Since
T is circulant, its eigenvectors are the columns of the Fourier matrix ([4, pp.72–
73])

F3 =
1√
3


ω0 ω0 ω0

ω0 ω1 ω2

ω0 ω2 ω4


 ,

and the corresponding eigenvalues areλ0, λ1, λ2 are2

λj = (1 − t)ωj + tω2j , (3)

2Interestingly enough, ordered triples(ω,ω2, λ1) and(ω2, ω, λ2) form triangles directly similar
to XY Z.
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for j = 0, 1, 2. With these, we have

T = F3UF−1
3 ,

whereU is the diagonal matrix


λ0 0 0

0 λ1 0
0 0 λ2


.

Let S =


s0

s1

s2


 be a vector of points in the complex plane that is transformed

into V0 by the Fourier matrix,i.e.,

V0 = F3S. (4)

SinceA0 + B0 + C0 = 3G = 0, we gets0 = 0, and

V0 = s1F3,1 + s2F3,2, (5)

whereF3,j is thej-th column ofF3. After n iterations,

Vn ∼ T nV0 = F3U
nF−1

3 (s1F3,1 + s2F3,2) = s1λ
n
1F3,1 + s2λ

n
2F3,2. (6)

According to (3) and the assumption thatXY Z is negatively oriented,

|λ2|2 − |λ1|2 = λ2λ2 − λ1λ1 = 2
√

3Im(t) < 0,

so that
|λ2|
|λ1| < 1, and

|λn
2 |

|λn
1 |

→ 0 whenn → ∞. Also, expressingz(A0, B0, C0) in

terms ofs1, s2, we get

z(A0, B0, C0) =
s1η + s2

s1 + s2η
, (7)

so thatz(A0, B0, C0) �= η impliess1 �= 0. Therefore,

lim
n→∞ z(An, Bn, Cn) = lim

n→∞ z[Vn] = z[F3,1] = η.

�

Are there cases when the sequence converges after a finite number of iterations?
Because the columns of the Fourier matrixF3 are linearly independent, this may
happen if and only if the second term in (6) equals 0. There are two cases:

(i) s2 = 0: this, according to (7), corresponds to a base triangleA0B0C0 which
is equilateral and positively oriented;

(ii) λ2 = 0: this, according to (3), corresponds to a transformation triangle
XY Z which is isosceles with base angleπ

6 . In this case, one easily recognizes the
triangle of the Napoleon theorem.

We give a geometric interpretation of the valuess1, s2. Changing for a while
the coordinates of the complex plane so thatA0 is at the origin, we get from (4):

|s1| = |B0 − C0η|, |s2| = |B0 − C0η|,
and we have the following construction: On the sideA0C0 of the triangleA0B0C0

build two oppositely oriented equilateral triangles (Figure 3), then|s1| = B0B
′,
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|s2| = B0B
′′. After some computations, we obtain the following symmetric for-

mula for the ratios1
s2

in terms of the anglesα, β, γ of triangleA0B0C0:∣∣∣∣s1

s2

∣∣∣∣
2

=
sinα sin(α + π

3 ) + sin β sin(β + π
3 ) + sin γ sin(γ + π

3 )
sinα sin(α− π

3 ) + sin β sin(β − π
3 ) + sin γ sin(γ − π

3 )
.

A0 B0

C0

B′

B′′

Figure 3

5. An exceptional case

In this section we consider the caset is a real number. Geometrically, it means
that the transformation triangleXY Z degenerates into a triple of collinear points,
so thatA′

n, B′
n, C ′

n divide the corresponding sides of triangleAn−1Bn−1Cn−1 in
the ratio1 − t : t. (Figure 4 depicts an example fort = 1

3 ). Can the sequence of
triangles still converge in this case? To settle this question, notice that whent is
real,λ1 andλ2 are complex conjugates, and rewrite (6) as follows:

Vn ∼ λn
1

(
s1F3,1 +

λn
2

λn
1

s2F3,2

)
, (8)

and because
λ2

λ1
defines arotation, it is clear that it does not have a limit unless

λ2

λ1
= 1, in which case the sequence consists of directly similar triangles. Now,

λ1 = λ2 implies t = 1
2 , so we have the well-known result that the triangle is

similar to its medial triangle [3, p. 19].
Next, we find the conditions under which the sequence has a finite periodm.

Geometrically, it means thatm is the least number such that trianglesAnBnCn

andAn+mBn+mCn+m are directly similar for everyn ≥ 0. The formula (8)

shows that it happens when
λ2

λ1
= ζk

m, andk, m are co-prime. Plugging this into
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(3) and solving fort, we conclude that the sequence of triangles with periodm
exists fort of the form

t(m) =
1
2

+
1

2
√

3
tan

kπ

m
. (9)

Several observations may be made from this formula. First, the periodic se-
quence with finitet exists for everym �= 2. (The casem = 2 corresponds to trans-
formation triangle with two coinciding verticesX, Y ). The number of different
sequences of a given periodm is φ(m), Euler’s totient function [2, pp.154–156].
Finally, the casem = 1 yieldst = 1

2 , which is the case of medial triangles.
Also, several conclusions may be drawn about the position of corresponding

triangles in a periodic sequence. Comparing (8) with (5), we see that triangle
AmBmCm is obtained from triangleA0B0C0 by a rotation about their common
centroidG through anglem · arg(λ1). Because 2arg(λ1) = 0 mod2π, it follows
thatAmBmCm coincides withA0B0C0, or is a half-turn. In both cases, the triangle
A2mB2mC2m will always coincide withA0B0C0. We summarize these results in
the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let a triangle A0B0C0 and a real number t be given. The sequence
(AnBnCn) of triangles constructed by first dividing the sides of each triangle in
the ratio 1 − t : t and then normalizing consists of similar triangles with period
m if and only if t satisfies (9) for some k relatively prime to m. In this case, tri-
angles AnBnCn and An+2mBn+2mCn+2m coincide for every n ≥ 0. In all other
cases the sequence never converges, unless A0B0C0, and hence every AnBnCn,
is equilateral.

6. The second sequence

In this section we study another type of sequence, where the orientation of trans-
formation triangles depends on the base triangle. More precisely, we consider two
cases: when triangles built on the sides of the base triangle are oppositely or equally
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oriented to it. The main results of this section will be derived using the following
important lemma.

Lemma 3. Let ABC be any triangle, and V = (A,B,C) the corresponding vec-
tor of points in the complex plane with the centroid of ABC at the origin. If S is
defined as in (4), then ABC is positively (negatively) oriented when |s1| > |s2|
(|s1| < |s2|), and A, B, C are collinear if |s1| = |s2|.
Proof. According to (7), Im(z(A,B,C)) ∼ s1s1 − s2s2 = |s1|2 − |s2|2. �

Before proceeding, we extend notations. As the orientation of the transformation
triangle may change throughout the sequence,z(X,Y,Z) equalst or t, depending
on the orientation of the base triangle. So, for the transformation matrix we shall
use the notationT (t) or T (t) accordingly. Note that if the eigenvalues ofT (t) are
λ0, λ1, λ2, then the eigenvalues ofT (t) areλ0, λ1, λ2. The first result concerning
the case of the oppositely oriented triangles is as follows.

Theorem 4. Let A0B0C0 be the base triangle, and XY Z the transformation tri-
angle. If the sequence of triangles AnBnCn is generated as described in §3 with
every triangle Bn−1Cn−1A

′
n etc. oppositely oriented to An−1Bn−1Cn−1, then the

sequence converges to the equilateral triangle that has the same orientation as
A0B0C0.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assumeA0B0C0 positively oriented. It
is sufficient to show that triangleAnBnCn is positively oriented for everyn. Then,
every triangleBn−1Cn−1A

′
n etc. is negatively oriented, and the result follows

immediately from Theorem 1.
We shall show this by induction. Assume trianglesA0B0C0, . . . ,An−1Bn−1Cn−1

are positively oriented, then they all are the base for thenegatively oriented directly
similar triangles to build their successors, so arg(t) < 0, and|λn1 | > |λn

2 |. Also,
|s1| > |s2|, and according to (6) and the above lemma,AnBnCn is positively
oriented. �

We proceed with the case when triangles are constructed with the same orien-
tation of the base triangle. In this case, the behavior of the sequence turns out to
be much more complicated. Like in the first case, assumeA0B0C0 positively ori-
ented. Ifs2 = 0, which corresponds to the equilateral triangle, then all triangles
AnBnCn are positively oriented and, of course, equilateral. Otherwise, because
arg(t) > 0, and therefore|λ1| < |λ2|, it follows that|s1λn

1 |− |s2λ
n
2 | eventually be-

comes negative, and the sequence of triangles changes the orientation. Specifically,
it happens exactly after$ steps, where

$ =

⌈
ln s2

s1

ln λ1
λ2

⌉
. (10)

What happens next? We know thatA	B	C	 is the first negatively oriented tri-
angle in the sequence, therefore trianglesB	C	A

′
	+1 etc. built on its sides are also

negatively oriented. Thus,z(B	, C	, A
′
	+1) = t. Therefore, according to (3) and
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(6),
V	+1 ∼ T (t)	T (t)V0 = s1λ

	
1λ2F3,1 + s2λ

	
2λ1F3,2.

Since
|s1λ

	
1λ2| = |s1λ

	−1
1 ||λ1λ2| > |s2λ

	−1
2 ||λ1λ2| = |s2λ

	
2λ1|,

triangleA	+1B	+1C	+1 is positively oriented. Analogously, we get that forn ≥
0, every triangleA	+2nB	+2nC	+2n is negatively oriented, while its successor
A	+2n+1B	+2n+1C	+2n+1 is positively oriented.

Consider now the sequence(A	+2nB	+2nC	+2n) consisting of negatively ori-
ented triangles. Clearly, the transformation matrix for this sequence is the product
of T (t) andT (t), which is a circulant matrix

 t + t− 2tt tt 1 − t− t + tt
1 − t− t + tt t + t− 2tt tt

tt 1 − t− t + tt t + t− 2tt




with eigenvalues

λ′j = t + t− 2tt + ttωj + (1 − t− t + tt)ω2j , j = 0, 1, 2. (11)

Since this matrix is real, the sequence(A	+2nB	+2nC	+2n) of triangles does not
converge. It follows at once that the sequence(A	+2n+1B	+2n+1C	+2n+1) of suc-
cessors does not converge either.

Finally, we consider the conditions when these two sequences are periodic.
Clearly, only even periods2m may exist. In this case,λ′1 andλ′2 must satisfy
λ′1
λ′2

= ζk
m for k relatively prime tom. Sinceλ′1, λ′2 are complex conjugates, this is

equivalent to arg(λ′1) = kπ
m . Applying (11), we arrive at the following condition:

tan
kπ

m
=

1√
3
· Re(t) − 1

2

Re(t) − |t|2 − 1
6

.

Several interesting properties about periodic sequences may be derived from this
formula. First, for a given pair of numbersk, m, the locus oft is acircle centered
at the pointO on a real axis, and radiusR defined as follows:

O(m) =
1
2
− 1

2
√

3
cot

kπ

m
, R(m) =

1
2
√

3
csc

kπ

m
. (12)

Furthermore, all the circles have the two points1
3(1+ η) and1

3 (1+ η) in common.
This is clear if we note that they correspond to the casesλ′1 = 0 andλ′2 = 0
respectively,i.e., when the triangle becomes equilateral after the first iteration (see
the discussion following Theorem 1 in§3).

Summarizing, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let A0B0C0 be the base triangle, and XY Z the transformation tri-
angle. The sequence (AnBnCn) of triangles constructed by the transformation
f ( Bn−1Cn−1A

′
n, Cn−1An−1B

′
n, An−1Bn−1C

′
n with the same orientation of

An−1Bn−1Cn−1) converges only if A0B0C0 is equilateral (and so is the whole
sequence). Otherwise the orientation of A0B0C0 is preserved for first $ − 1 iter-
ations, where $ is determined by (10); afterwards, it is reversed in each iteration.
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The sequence consists of similar triangles with an even period 2m if and only if
t = z(X,Y,Z) lies on a circle O(R) defined by (12) for some k relatively prime to
m. In this case, triangles AnBnCn and An+4mBn+4mCn+4m coincide for every
n ≥ $.

We conclude with a demonstration of the last theorem’s results. Settingm = 1
in (12), bothO andR tend to infinity, and the circle degenerates into line Re(t) =
1
2 , that corresponds to any isosceles triangle. Figures 5a through 5d illustrate this
case whenXY Z is the right isosceles triangle, andA0B0C0 is also isosceles pos-
itively oriented with base angle3π

8 . According to (10),$ = 2. Indeed,A2B2C2 is
the first negatively oriented triangle in the sequence,A3B3C3 is again positively
oriented and similar toA1B1C1. The next similar triangleA5B5C5 will coincide
with A1B1C1.
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7. Generalization to polygons

In this section, we generalize the results in§4 by replacing the sequences of
triangles by sequences of polygons. The transformation performed at every itera-
tion remains much the same as in§3, with triangles built on every side of the base
polygon directly similar to a given transformation triangle. We seek the conditions
under which the resulting sequence of polygons converges in shape.

Let the unit circle be divided intok equal parts by the pointsP0, P1, . . . ,
Pk−1. We call the polygon regulark-gon of q-type if it is similar to the polygon
P0Pq · · ·P(k−1)q, where the indices are taken modulok [5, p. 558]. The regular
1-type and(k − 1)-type polygons are simply the convex regular polygons in an
ordinary sense. Other regulark-gons may be further classified into

(i) star-shaped ifq, k are co-prime, (for example, a pentagram is a 2-type regular
pentagon, Figure 6a), and

(ii) multiply traversed polygons with fewer vertices ifq, k have a common di-
visor, (for example, a regular hexagon of 2-type is an equilateral triangle traversed
twice, Figure 6b).

P1

P2

P3

P4

P0

Figure 6a

P2

P4

P3

P1

P5

P0

Figure 6b

In general, regulark-gons ofq-type and(k − q)-type are equally shaped and
oppositely oriented. It is also evident that(−q)-type and(k − q)-typek-gons are
identical. We shall show that under certain conditions the sequence of polygons
converges to regular polygons so defined.

LetΠ0 = P0,0P1,0 · · ·Pk−1,0 be an arbitraryk-gon, andXY Z the non-degenerate
transformation triangle, and let the sequence ofk-gonsΠn = P0,nP1,n · · ·Pk−1,n

be generated as in§3, with trianglesP0,n−1P1,n−1P
′
0,n, . . .Pk−1,n−1P0,n−1P

′
k−1,n

built on the sides ofΠn−1 directly similar toXY Z and then normalized. The
transformation matrixTk for such a sequence is a circulantk × k matrix with the
first row (

1 − t t 0 · · · 0
)
,

whose eigenvectors are columns of Fourier matrix

Fk =
1√
k
(ζij

k ), i, j = 0, . . . , k − 1,

and the eigenvalues:

λi = (1 − t) + tζi
k, i = 0, . . . , k − 1. (13)
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PutΠ0 into the complex plane so that its centroidG = 1
k

∑k−1
i=0 Pi,0 is at the origin,

and letVn be a vector of points corresponding toΠn. If S = (s0, . . . , sk−1) is a
vector of points that is transformed intoV0 by Fourier matrix,i.e., S = FkV0, then
similar to (6), we get:

Vn ∼
k−1∑
i=0

siλ
n
i Fk,i. (14)

Noticing that the column vectorsFk,q correspond to regulark-gons ofq-type, we
have the following theorem:

Theorem 6. The sequence of k-gons Πn converges to a regular k-gon of q-type, if
and only if |λq| > |λi| for every i �= q such that si �= 0.

As in the case of triangles, we proceed to the cases when the sequence converges
after a finite number of iterations. As follows immediately from (14), we may
distinguish between two possibilities:

(i) sq �= 0 andsi = 0 for everyi �= q. This corresponds toΠ0 - and the whole
sequence - being regular ofq-type.

(ii) There are two integersq, r such thatλr = 0, sq, sr �= 0, andsi = 0 for every
i �= q, r. In this case,Π0 turns into regulark-gon ofq-type after the first iteration.
An example will be in order here. Letk = 4, q = 1, λ2 = 0 andS = (0, 1, 1, 0).
Then,t = 1

2 andΠ0 is a concave kite-shaped quadrilateral; the midpoints of its
sides form a square, as depicted in Figure 7.

0 2

i − 1

−i − 1

Figure 7

The last theorem shows that the convergence of the sequence of polygons de-
pends on the shapes of both the transformation triangle and the original polygon
Π0. Let us now consider for what transformation triangles the sequence converges
for anyΠ0? Obviously, this will be the case if no two eigenvalues (13) have equal
moduli. That is, for every pair of distinct integersq, r,

|(1 − t) + tζq
k | �= |(1 − t) + tζr

k |.
Dividing both sides by1 − t, we conclude that t

1−tζ
q
k and t

1−tζ
r
k should not be

complex conjugates, that is:

arg
(

t

1 − t

)
�= −q + r

k
π, 0 ≤ q, r ≤ k. (15)
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Solving fort and designating$ for (q + r) mod k, we get:

Im(t)
Re(t) − |t|2 �= $

k
π, 0 ≤ $ < k.

This last inequality is given a geometric interpretation in the following final theo-
rem.

Theorem 7. The sequence of k-gons converges to a regular k-gon for every Π0 if
and only if t = z(X,Y,Z) does not lie on any circle O(R) defined as follows:

O =
(

1
2
,

1
2

cot
$

k
π

)
, R =

1
2

csc
$

k
π, 0 ≤ $ < k.

We conclude with a curious application of the last result. Letk = 5, andXY Z
be a negatively oriented equilateral triangle,i.e., t = η. It follows from (15) that
the sequence of pentagons converges for any givenΠ0. Let Π0 be similar to

(1 + ε, ζ5, ζ
2
5 , ζ

3
5 , ζ

4
5 ).

Taking ε �= 0 sufficiently small,Π0 may be made as close to the regular convex
pentagon as we please. The striking fact is thatq = 2! Figures 8 depict this
transforming of an “almost regular” convex pentagon into an “almost regular” pen-
tagram in just 99 iterations.

P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

Figure 8a:n = 0

P0

P1

P2

P3
P4

Figure 8b:n = 20

P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

Figure 8c:n = 40

P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

Figure 8d:n = 60

P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

Figure 8e:n = 80

P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

Figure 8f:n = 99
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